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SMALLEY, LUKE 

Gymnasium 
SAnta Fe: Twin Palms Publishers, 2001  

The teenage athletes in Luke Smalley's pictures seem 
inhabitants of some time or place other than the 
northwestern Pennsylvania towns where the photographer 
recently found and photographed them. The sensuality of 
these young athletes seems familiar, their gaze 
immediate and direct, yet their other worldly quality 
remains a product of the artist's unique vision. No 
telephone or television seems possible in this not-quite 
familiar landscape. For the past ten years the 
photographer has painstakingly coordinated the creation 
of the work presented here, often making his own athletic 
equipment, props, and costumes. The images are 
published here for the first time.

TR 681.Y6 S635 2001

HANSON, DIAN 

AMG : Bob Mizer's Athletic 
Model Guild : 1000 Model 
Directory 
Los Angeles: Taschen Pub., 2016 

In 1945 Bob Mizer began taking photographs of 
strapping young men on Muscle Beach in Venice, 
California. In December of that year he formed the 
Athletic Model Guild to market his photos, and "physique 
photography" was born. Before Mizer there were body 
builders and men who photographed them, but AMG 
photos, even those of the same men, were different, 
subtly provocative, discretely aimed at a gay audience.

TR 681.M4 M59 2016  

BUSH, HARRY 

Hard Boys 
San Francisco: Green Candy Press., 2007 

Harry Bush’s drawings for magazines such as Physique 
Pictorial, Mr. Sun, Touch, Drummer, and Stroke combined 
masterful technique, exceptionally well-endowed subjects, 
and a wicked sense of humor that made his work 
extremely popular. Despite long periods of self-imposed 
retirement and a fear of being outed that led him to 
destroy much of his own work, the reclusive artist’s 
drawings were as recognized and recognizable as those 
of Tom of Finland throughout the 1960s and 1970s.

NC 139.B87 A4 2007

COSTA, BILL 

Icons 
Berlin: Bruno Gmunder., 1997 

Costa takes his young men and us into the ambience of 
old and deserted city buildings. With his poetic imagery 
Bill Costa has created gay icons of lust.

TR681.M4 C672 1997

SAUDEK, JAN 

Jan Saudek 
Los Angeles: Taschen Pub., 1998 

A complete retrospective of Czech photographer, Jan 
Saudek, this work features over 150 of his nudes and 
erotic photographic pieces.

TR 654.S265 1998
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MANN, SALLY 

Immediate Family 
New York: Aperture., 1992  

Mann's subjects are her small children (a boy, a girl and 
a new baby), often shot when they're sick or hurt or just 
naked. Nosebleeds, cuts, hives, chicken pox, swollen eyes, 
vomiting--the usual trials of childhood--can be alarmingly 
beautiful, thrillingly sensual moments in Mann's portrait 
album. Her ambivalence about motherhood--her delight 
and despair--pushes Mann to delve deeper into the 
steaming mess of family life than most of us are willing to 
go. What she comes up with is astonishing. --Vince Aletti, 
The Village Voice

TR 647.M36 1992

JANSSEN PUB. STAFF 

American Photography of  the 
Male Nude : Al Urban 
South Africa: Janssen Pub., 2002  

This volume is part of the American Photography of the 
Male Nude 1940–1970 series, which focuses on some of 
the pioneers of male nude photography, featuring their 
groundbreaking contributions to the medium of 
homoerotic art. From Lon of New York's stylized, 
classically posed portraits to Dave Martin's wholesome, 
athletic young men and Bruce of Los Angeles' cavorting 
models, these books rescue an era of American visual 
arts that has virtually been forgotten. Additional volumes 
are devoted to the formal, carefully posed portraits of 
Al Urban and the projected backgrounds and lavish 
props of Bob Mizer

TR 647.U72 2002

DEAN, ROY 

In search of  Adam: A 
photographic odyssey 
Los Angeles: Rho-Delta Press., 1975  

Sports are perhaps the most visible expression of the 
ideals of masculinity in our society, and figure as a 
training ground on which young boys are taught what it 
means to be a man. Given the involvement of sports with 
masculinity, the homosexual athlete becomes a paradox, 
and the recent explosive growth of gay sporting leagues, 
a puzzle.Pronger explores the paradoxical position of 
the gay athlete in a straight sporting world, examines the 
homoerotic undercurrent subliminally present in the 
masculine struggle of sports, and explicates the growth 
of gay sports in the framework of the developing gay 
culture. 

TR 16.8.D346i 1975

MASSENGILL, REED 

Male Ideal: Lon of  New York 
and the Masculine Physique 
New York: Universe., 2004  

Long before Bruce Weber or Herb Ritts picked up a 
camera, there was a photographer whose images 
glorified the male nude. But Alonzo Hanagan, better 
known as Lon of New York, was working during the 
1940s and 1950s, when images of the male nude were 
not just illicit but illegal. Twice, his studio was raided and 
his negatives destroyed by police. Many of the images in 
this book thus exist only as prints purchased by collectors 
at the time.Now, for the first time in more than forty 
years, these photos are published in one comprehensive 
collection that recovers this lost body of work. 

TR 681.M4 M37 2004
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HANSON, DIAN 

Bob's World: The Life and Boys 
of  A.M.G.'s Bob Mizer 
Los Angeles: Taschen Pub., 2009  

Bob Mizer's fabulous late-period full-color homoerotica 
Bob Mizer spent 48 years making photos and films for 
his Athletic Model Guild, and 41 years publishing 
Physique Pictorial, America's first, and most explicitly gay 
physique magazine. His diaries, kept from the age of 
eight, make it clear that he was openly homosexual from 
his late teens, but until the age of 42 he lived and 
worked in his mother's L.A. rooming house, where his strict 
ethical code prevented him from fully expressing his 
fantasies. For 24 years he worked in black and white 
and never showed a completely naked man, but 
following his mother's death in 1964 Mizer built a 
kingdom dedicated to the pleasures of male flesh, and 
photographed fully nude men in explicit poses and 
psychedelically saturated colors. In the 1970s and '80s 
Bob Mizer's compound, centered around the old rooming 
house, became home to dozens of his young models, who 
lived outdoors on couches and porch gliders among the 
chickens, geese, goats and monkeys, Roman statuary, cast 
off Christmas trees and other sundry props that featured 
in his increasingly quirky films and photography.

TR 681.M4 H34 2009

MASSENGILL, REED 

Mountain Men 
London: Millivres Prowler Group., 1991  

An absolute classic of pure physique photography. 
Enthused with strong gay feeling these are photos of the 
most beautifully proportioned and body-sculpted males 
of 50s and 60s Western America, many posed with or 
without pouches on Rocky Mountain slopes.

TR 681.M4 W486 1991

VERSACE, GIANNI 

Men Without Ties 
New York: Abbeville Press, Inc.., 1994  

Top photographers Bruce Weber, Richard Avedon, and 
Herb Ritts interpret Gianni Versace's kaleidoscopic vision 
of men's fashion. Whether at ease by the sea, or dressed 
for business in New York or Milan, the Versace man 
radiates self-assurance and defines contemporary taste. 
The Versace man - a man without ties - is drawn to 
Gianni Versace's timeless elegance. An extraordinary 
palette, bold patterns, a rich selection of textures, and 
uncompromising tailoring define the Versace approach to 
masculine elegance. Along with fashion photography, this 
lush volume captures some of Versace's best-known clients 
- Jeremy Irons, Sting, Sylvester Stallone, Mickey Rourke, 
Jeff Bridges, K.D. Lang - in his clothes. 

TT 505.V43 1994
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ALETTI, VINCE 

Bruce of  Los Angeles : Inside/
Outside 
New York: Antinous Press., 2008  

An icon of gay art and one of the most famous names in 
physique photography, Bruce Bellas is remembered as 
the pioneer of beefcake. Beginning in the 1940s and 
continuing until his death in 1974, he photographed some 
of the most important icons in the world of physical 
culture and body- building. Collected in this book are 
Bellas' rare photographs and films - the two volumes 
Inside and Outside comprise more than 100 colour 
images, masterfully restored as a limited edition, 
celebrating Bruce of Los Angeles and his refined, 
masterful aesthetic of erotica.

TR 681.M4 B77 2008

JANSSEN PUB. STAFF 

American Photography of  the 
Male Nude : Dave Martin 
South Africa: Janssen Pub., 1996  

This volume is part of the American Photography of the 
Male Nude 1940–1970 series, which focuses on some of 
the pioneers of male nude photography, featuring their 
groundbreaking contributions to the medium of 
homoerotic art. From Lon of New York's stylized, 
classically posed portraits to Dave Martin's wholesome, 
athletic young men and Bruce of Los Angeles' cavorting 
models, these books rescue an era of American visual 
arts that has virtually been forgotten. Additional volumes 
are devoted to the formal, carefully posed portraits of 
Al Urban and the projected backgrounds and lavish 
props of Bob Mizer

TR 647.M3657 1996

HURLES, DAVID 

Outcast 
San Francisco: Green Candy Press., 2010  

As a visual record of youthful male ambitions, the 
photographs of David Hurles vibrate with self-assurance 
and dangerous sexuality. Hurles, whose own history, 
recounted in this book, resonates with this same kind of 
gutter intensity as the images he created, began 
documenting drifters, grifters, and hustlers -- men from 
America's hard underbelly -- in the 1970s, through his 
legendary company Old Reliable. Hurles' style was 
unmistakable, downplaying technical polish in favor of 
the unvarnished emotional truth of his muscular, tattooed 
subjects. His ability to communicate with his models 
helped him elicit erotic presentations that no other 
photographer of his era could capture onsistently.

TR 676.H86 O9 2010
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